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The Bureau o f  Business and Econom ic Research is the research and 
public service branch o f  The University o f  Montana's School o f  Business 
Administration.
The Bureau is involved in a wide variety o f  activities, including economic 
analysis and forecasting; health care, forest products, and manufacturing 
industry research; and survey research. The latest information about these 
topics is published regularly in the Bureau's award-winning magazine, the 
Montana Business Quarterly, which is partially supported by Wells Fargo.
The Bureau's Econom ics Montana forecasting system provides public and 
private decision makers with reliable forecasts and analysis. These state and 
local area forecasts are the focus o f  the annual series o f  Econom ic Outlook 
Seminars, cosponsored by First Interstate Bank, the Bureau, and respective 
Chambers o f  Commerce in Billings, Bozeman, Butte, Great Falls, Helena, 
Kalispell, and Missoula.
The Montana Poll, a quarterly public opinion poll, questions Montanans 
about their views on a variety o f  economic and social issues. The Bureau also 
conducts contract survey research and offers a random-digit dialing program 
for survey organizations in need o f  random telephone samples.
The Health Care Industry Research Program examines markets, trends, 
industry structure, costs, and other high visibility topics in this important 
Montana industry.
Research on the forest products industry has long been an important 
part o f  Bureau operations. While emphasis is placed on Montana's industry, 
the cooperative research with the U.S. Forest Service involves most o f 
the western states. A recently-formed research consortium including the 
Bureau, the Forest Products Department at the University o f  Idaho, and the 
Wood Materials and Engineering Laboratory at Washington State University 
addresses forest operations and utilization problems unique to the Inland 
Northwest.
The Bureau, in cooperation with Montana Business Connections, recently 
expanded the scope o f  its ongoing wood products manufacturing research to 
include all o f  Montana's manufacturing industries. Through this program, a 
comprehensive statewide electronic information system will be developed.
Bureau personnel continually respond to numerous requests for local, state, 
and national economic data. Don't hesitate to call on Bureau staff members if 
they can be o f  service to you.
The Montana Business Quarterly (ISSN0026-9921) is published four times a year by the Bureau o f  
Business and Econom ic Research and is a service o f  The University o f  Montana-Missoula. The 
subscription rates for the Quarterly are $35 per year, $65 for two years, $90 for three years, and $10 per 
issue. Periodical postage is paid in Missoula, M T 59812. POSTMASTER; Send address changes to the 
Montana Business Quarterly, Bureau o f  Business and Econom ic Research, The University o f  Montana, 
Missoula, M T 59812.
Contents o f  the Quarterly reflect the views and opinions o f  the authors and d o  not necessarily rep­
resent those o f  the Bureau, the School o f  Business Administration, or the university. The contents 
o f  this publication may be reproduced without the consent o f  the publisher and/or authors. Proper 
credit should be given to the Quarterly and its contributors for the use o f  any published material.
The Montana Business Quarterly is available on microfilm from University Microfilms, 300 N. Z eeb Rd., 
Ann Arbor, MI 49106.
Reprints o f  the articles are not available, but additional copies o f  the Quarterly can be secured at $10 
per copy. All inquiries regarding subscriptions, publications, etc, should be addressed to: Montana Busi­
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59812, (406) 243-5113.
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What’s Ahead for Montana’s Economy?
by P atrick  M . B arkey
H igh energy prices, mortgage foreclosures,bank failures, and the collapse o f Wall Street have launched the U.S. economy into a state o f  chaos and confusion. Yes, much has hap­
pened since the Bureau o f Business and Economic Research 
released a very optimistic forecast for the Montana economy 
back in February. For our midyear forecast released in July, we 
did our best to assess and incorporate all o f  the happenings 
in the national and global economies in the first six months 
o f 2008. Since that time, major events — particularly on Wall 
Street — have burst into the news. So the question people are 
asking is: What’s ahead for the Montana economy?
It helps to construct a timeline and to understand as best 
we can where the economy stands today. It also helps to look 
at how the economy has actually performed over the most 
recent months — compared to how we thought it was going to 
perform when we made our first forecast at the beginning o f 
the year.
In many respects, the U.S. economy has done a lot better 
than many thought it would. The economy has continued to 
grow over the first half o f  2008, although that growth has 
not been strong enough to keep job growth positive. Credit 
the strength in U.S. exports abroad — which, in turn, can be
laid at the feet o f  the weak dollar — and the impact o f the 
stimulus package passed by Congress last winter for that. And 
even though job growth has been going in the wrong direc­
tion in the national economy, at least the declines have been 
fairly small.
The bad news about the U.S. economy is that the forces 
working against economic growth are still moving — in the 
wrong direction. The housing market is in disarray; home 
prices have not yet hit bottom, new home construction has 
plunged, and the spending power that consumers used to take 
out o f  their once-rising home equity has evaporated. Energy 
prices remain very high, even if they have backed o ff their 
recent peaks. And perhaps worst o f  all, banks and other lend­
ing institutions are making credit harder to obtain.
All o f  these things add up to a recession for the U.S. 
economy in the second half o f  2008. The question o f  how 
long and how severe that recession will be is still in play.
As grim as that sounds, it is really not that different from 
what most forecasters — including the Bureau — were saying 
would happen last winter. Despite the unfavorable U.S. sce­
nario, we nonetheless said at that time that we expected the 
Montana economy to grow at a very healthy rate — 4 percent 
growth in inflation-corrected nonfarm income — for 2008 and
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2009. Has anything happened in the state to make us change 
that projection?
It’s a tougher question to answer than you would think.
The most up-to-date data we have also tend to be the most 
unreliable because they are revised and then revised again as 
better, more complete information — such as quarterly unem­
ployment insurance filings by employers — become available. 
As o f  now, we have state-level jobs data through August and 
personal income figures through the second quarter (to June 
30). So keep in mind that any pronouncements on Montana’s 
economy based on these early data are subject to change.
The job data through August are encouraging. Montana’s 
year-over-year payroll employment growth o f  1.3 percent 
during the last 12 months was better than all but four o f the 
50 states. Like a number o f  other mountain states with strong 
basic industries such as natural resources and agriculture, 
Montana’s trends are more influenced by the fast growth in 
China and other developing countries than by the U.S. eco­
nomic slowdown. Unemployment rates have edged up state­
wide, and headlines o f job losses from shutdowns in com­
panies like Columbia Falls Aluminum and Plum Creek are 
showing up, but the stability and growth in natural resources 
and agriculture more than counterbalance these negatives and 
will lead to another year o f  respectable growth in 2008.
The income numbers are also strong. Nonfarm labor
income grew at an annual 
rate o f 4.6 percent during 
the first quarter o f 2008 
and 4.5 percent during 
the second quarter. These 
figures were down from 
5.7 percent to 6.5 per­
cent during 2007, which 
is consistent with the 
modest slowing we are 
predicting. As a footnote, 
unlike our usual practice, 
these growth rates are 
uncorrected for inflation.
We believe the very high 
inflation figures during 
the first part o f  2008 
were strongly influenced 
by energy prices, and 
they are now receding.
Therefore, adjusting for a
short-run and temporary blip in inflation actually makes inter­
pretation o f  these data more difficult rather than easier.
Other news on the state’s important industries is more 
mixed. The era o f robust growth in construction ended in
Figure 1
Employment Growth S in ce 2007 
Percent Growth, Annual Rate
Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
Current Employment Survey.
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Montana in mid-2007, and employment trends in this indus­
try are now stable. But even this stability looks good com­
pared to the rest o f  the country, where steep declines are the 
norm. And the news on agriculture — particularly for Mon­
tana’s wheat farmers, who have seen or are expected to see 
an increase o f $650 million in gross receipts over the last two 
years — is mostly good.
Those observations caused us to only slightly lower our 
very optimistic forecast that we made in February for the 
state’s economy for the next two years. Our midyear update 
scaled back our growth expectations — but only a bit. We 
now expect the state economy to register 3.3 percent annual 
growth in inflation-adjusted nonfarm income for 2008 and 
2009 as compared to 4 percent to 5 percent growth between 
2004 and 2007.
The Impact off the 
Financial Crisis
Today there is substantially more uncertainty concerning 
the length and severity o f  the expected U.S. recession. The 
reverberations o f  the failure o f  Lehman Brothers and AIG 
continue to percolate through the financial and investment 
communities. And there remains little doubt that the financial 
crisis — and the critical absence o f  liquidity — remains very 
much in force in the national economy. The question, o f 
course, is how this will specifically impact Montanans?
A more severe than expected U.S. recession has always 
been a risk to BBER’s forecasts for the Montana economy. 
Montana does not have a huge exposure to the financial 
services industry — thus we have so far minimized the impact
o f  the expected severe downturn in that industry (following 
years o f  above-trend growth in employment and earnings) for 
our state. But if a national financial paralysis were to continue 
such that it would the limit the availability o f  credit through­
out the economy, the recession would pose a much greater 
threat to Montana.
A forecast for the state economy that incorporates the 
latest vote in Congress, the latest swing o f the stock market, 
or even the latest company to be thrown a lifeline from the 
Treasury would be, at this point, nothing better than a guess. 
As forecasters, we must operate under the assumption that 
the Treasury and the Federal Reserve will continue to act to 
limit the negative fallout from the financial crisis to the rest 
o f  the economy. It appears certain that the resources needed 
to carry that out will be substantial.
Short o f  a financial meltdown that no one wants and few 
realistically expect, the impact o f  the financial crisis on the 
Montana economy, if any, will come from the “real” — non- 
financial — side o f  the economy. If the events o f recent 
weeks — the bank failures and takeovers, the demise o f  the 
investment banking industry, and the end o f  Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac’s sway in mortgage markets — result in a lon­
ger, deeper U.S. recession, its impact will be felt in Montana. 
There are still too many uncertainties to make an informed 
estimate o f  when or by how much our state forecast would 
change as a result, but we still remain cautiously optimistic Q
Patrick M. Barkey is director o f The University of Montana
Bureau of Business and Economic Research.
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Feeling the Credit Crunch?
by P au l E . P ol^ in
on credit to finance their inventories o f  new cars, 
combines and tractors. They may find these loans 
harder to find and/or available only at higher 
interest rates. This may be particularly acute in 
eastern Montana as grain growers attempt to 
effectively invest their recent increases in crop 
receipts.
• Almost all businesses where receipts do not 
coincide with expenditures rely on some form o f 
credit. This includes farmers and ranchers who 
plant in the spring but sell in the fall.
• Have a credit card? You may be paying higher 
interest on your outstanding balance, have lower 
credit limits or higher delinquency fees.
• Want to take advantage o f  the auto makers’ 
current travails and buy a new car? The 0 percent 
financing deals still exist, and the loan rates for 
new and used cars haven’t changed much. But 
unless your FICO (Fair Isaac Corporation, which 
is the best-known and most widely used
credit score in the U.S.) score is more than 700, you 
will probably not receive these deals. Last year, 
FICO scores o f 620 would have qualified you.
Paul E. Pol̂ in retired as director of the Bureau of Business 
and Economic Research on June 30. He continues as a research 
associate.
Recessions usually hit some states harder than others. 
Here in Montana, we have been lucky that both the cur­
rent recession and the last two (in 2001-02 and 1990-91) 
have been milder than the national average. The reason 
for this is that the U.S. industries most impacted by these 
recessions are relatively unimportant in Montana’s econ­
omy. For example, the 2001-02 recession was particularly 
severe for high-tech industries, and high-tech is relatively 
unimportant here in Montana. We do have some high- 
tech firms, and they surely felt the impacts, but high-tech 
is a smaller share o f Montana’s economy than o f the U.S. 
economy.
The impacts o f  the current credit crisis will be dif­
ferent. Instead o f depending on where you live or the 
industry in which you work, the effects o f  the crisis will 
depend on the degree to which you, your family, or the 
business you own or for which you work depends on the 
borrowing or lending o f  money.
For both businesses and individuals, the basic prob­
lem is that banks (and other lending entities) are not very 
confident that borrowers will be able to repay the loans. 
The banks may worry that business revenues may be flat 
or down due to the poor economic conditions. If real 
estate is put up as collateral, they may distrust its value 
in light o f the bursting price bubbles. These reasons — 
plus a few others — mean that banks (and other lenders) 
are reluctant to extend credit, which makes it harder for 
businesses to pay wages or buy inventory and for individ­
uals to buy items such as autos or remodel their homes.
Many Montanans will say, “What credit crisis?” while 
others are already in tough shape. Also, it is not as simple 
as being approved for a loan yesterday but turned down 
today. You may still be able to find a loan, but it may cost 
more, have a shorter term, or include other restrictions. 
Following are some examples o f Montanans (and others) 
who may feel the credit crunch.
| Farm equipment and automotive dealers often rely
Montana’s Housing Industry
Home Sales and New Construction Declines
by S co tt R ick a rd
T he near meltdown o f  the housing finance industry has sent shock waves through the nation’s econo­my. While Montana hasn’t experienced the num­ber o f mortgage foreclosures or other financial 
disasters as some states, it has been a tough year for the state’s 
housing industry. Montana housing statistics for 2008 show a 
significant reduction in existing home sales and new construc­
tion with modest, if any, price appreciation. The number o f 
purchases o f  vacation homes and investment properties has 
fallen considerably.
Over the past year, the sale o f  existing homes in Montana 
fell 19 percent to 20,400. This decrease follows three years 
o f  relatively stable sales totals, with 2005-07 sales o f  25,400, 
26,800, and 24,100 respectively.1 New home construction has 
declined by one-third (34 percent), with 2,074 housing starts 
through June 2008, compared with 3,138 housing starts for 
the first six months o f 2007.2 And while average home prices 
statewide have not fallen — at least not yet — the average sale 
price o f a home grew by less than one-tenth o f 1 percent 
between midyear 2007 and 2008 using the purchase-only 
Office o f  Federal Housing Enterprise Insight (OFHEO)
index.3 This after average price increases o f  11 percent and 8 
percent in 2006 and 2007.
While the number o f  Montana sales o f  vacation or invest­
ment properties in 2008 is not readily available, it is likely to 
have followed declining national trends. In 2007, nearly 33 
percent o f  homes sold throughout the nation were vacation 
or investment properties.4 This percentage has been as high 
as 40 percent in 2005, with 11 to 14 percent o f homes sold 
each year considered vacation properties and 21 to 28 per­
cent investment properties. In 2007, the number o f  vacation 
properties sold throughout the nation fell one-third in 2007 
to 740,000 units, while the number o f investment properties 
sold dropped by nearly 20 percent.
Why the Decline?
Montana is experiencing a mix o f  direct and indirect 
impacts o f  the nation’s housing industry crisis. Montana has 
some direct exposure to the mortgage financing instruments 
(subprime, Alt-A, etc.), that has represented a large part o f 
the problem, and these loans are probably responsible for 
some o f the home foreclosures we have seen recendy in
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our state. But Montana has avoided the 
significant mortgage default problems 
facing other parts o f  the nation because 
most Montana home buyers did not 
purchase subprime mortgages.
Mortgages are purchased either to 
buy a house or to refinance an existing 
property. Refinancing can be used to 
reduce the length o f time remaining in 
payments and/or the monthly payment 
amount, freeing cash for other spending.
Two types o f loans that created prob­
lems for the housing industry are subprime loans and adjust­
able-rate mortgates. Subprime loans, which typically did not
require the same level o f  credit-worthiness to 
obtain, had a higher risk o f default and thus 
carried higher interest rates and other pay­
ments. Adjustable-rate mortgages (ARMs) 
shifted some o f the risk o f changing econom­
ic conditions to the borrowers, who could see 
their mortgage payments increase because o f 
an increase in prevailing interest rates.
Mortgages on Montana properties were 
much less likely to be subprime or carry vari­
able interest rates. In fact, just 
6 percent o f loans serviced were subprime. 
This is less than half the national average.5 ARMs account for 
26 percent o f Montana mortgages, compared to a national
........continued on p a g e  9
Montana has avoided the 
significant mortgage default 
problems facing other parts 
o f the nation because most 
Montana home buyers did 
not purchase subprime 
mortgages.
An Industry Overview
The U.S. Census estimates that there were 435,533 
houses, apartments, and mobile homes in Montana in 
2007. The counties with the largest population have the 
largest number o f housing units. Yellowstone County has 
both the largest population (nearly 140,000) and most 
housing units (nearly 60,000), and ten Montana counties 
with 68 percent o f the population have 70 percent o f 
housing units (Figure 1, page 8).
The majority o f Montana households live in single­
family, detached structures (69 percent), while the rest live 
in multifamily units (condos or apartments). Statewide,
70 percent o f these households own their homes, but this 
rate also varies from county to county.
There is room to spread out in Montana, with a ratio 
o f  three housing units per square mile compared with the 
U.S. average o f 36 housing units per square mile. If Mon­
tana housing density were at the U.S. average, there would 
be more than 5.25 million homes and a state population 
o f about 12.4 million.
........continued on p a g e  8
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Figure 1
County-Level Population Densities
How Montana Compares to Surrounding States
Montana has more housing units than most neighboring 
states, with 20 percent more units than North Dakota, 36 
percent more than South Dakota, and 75 percent more units 
than Wyoming (Table 1). Idaho has roughly 50 percent more 
homes and apartments than Montana, with the Boise area 
itself representing as many units as one-half o f  Montana’s 
total housing population. However, there is some debate 
concerning the rate at which Montana and surrounding states 
added housing units because building permits are not required 
in some parts o f  Montana, but are required in other states.
The median Montana owner-occupied home was valued at 
$155,500 in 2006. Compared to neighboring states, Montana 
homes were 50 percent and 40 percent more expensive than 
North and South Dakota homes respectively, and within 5 
percent o f the median prices for Wyoming and Idaho homes 
(Table 1).
Based upon the OFHEO price index, since 2000 the aver­
age house price in Montana and surrounding states grew by 
between 50 percent and 90 percent (Figure 2). In the past 
year (ending in mid-2008) prices o f  homes either sold or refi- 
anced in Montana, the Dakotas, and Wyoming grew from 3.5 
percent to 4.5 percent, while Idaho grew by 1.2 percent. In 
comparison, during the same time period, California and Nevada 
home values fell by 16 percent and 14 percent respectively.
Table 1
Number o f Housing Units and 
Median Housing Values
N um ber o f  
H ou s in g  Un its 
[2007]
M ed ian  Value 
[2006]
Montana 435,533 $155,500
North Dakota 310,548 $99,700
South Dakota 357,240 $112,600
Wyoming 239.178 $148,900
Idaho 631,071 $163,900
Source: U.S. Census Bureau.
Figure 2
Percen tage Housing Price Increase 
S in ce 2000
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Source: Office of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight.
Table 1
M ortgage Loan Payment Delinquency 
and Foreclosure a s o f September, 2008
N um ber o f  
lo a n s  s e r v ic e d
P e r c en t o f  90 Days 
P a s t  Due
P e r c en t o f  L oan s in 
F o r e c lo su re
Montana 138,354 0.78% 0.75%
North Dakota 65,065 0.58% 0.79%
South Dakota 85,487 0.69% 1.14%
Wyoming 70,888 0.53% 0.83%
Idaho 268,029 0.70% 0.90%
United States 45,987,858 1.58% 2.04%
Source: Mortgage Bankers Association.
continued from p a g e  7,
average o f 33 percent. The lower exposure to subprime and 
ARMs translates to fewer current mortgage problems. While 
nationwide 3.6 percent o f  all loans were seriously delinquent 
(which includes both 90 days past due and in foreclosure), in 
Montana the number is 1.5 percent (Table 1).
Indirect impacts o f  the nation’s housing meltdown on 
Montana include reduced credit availability and tighter 
mortgage loan requirements. The drastic shrinking nation­
wide o f the pool o f  available money to fund home construc­
tion or mortgage activities means that builders and developers 
have less credit available and less ability to self-finance specu­
lative construction. Prospective home buyers in Montana and 
out-of-state face tighter mortgage loan requirements, and 
fewer financial institutions are willing to make these loans.
Conclusion
The building and real estate industries report fewer sales 
for all o f  these reasons, and for the time being these indus­
tries are not likely to grow. However, home prices do not 
appear to be falling, and if our low delinquency rates persist, 
in most parts o f  the state, home values should at least hold. 
Outside economic forces will likely determine how long this 
slowdown lasts. Montana’s internal economy will fuel a base­
line o f industry activity, but housing industry growth will be 
tied to growth resuming in the overall U.S. economy. □
Notes
’National Association o f Realtors, http://www.realtor.org.
Montana Building Industry Association, http://www.montanabia.com. 
Office o f Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight, http://www.ofheo.gov.
^National Association o f Realtors, http://www.realtor.org. 
5Mortgage Bankers Association, http://www.mbaa.org/default.htm.
Scott Rickard is director of the Center for Applied Economic 
Research at Montana State University-Billings.
Fiscal Impacts of an 
m * Aging Population 
in Montana
by G eorge W. Haynes,
D ou glas J. Young 
and M yles W atts
IntroductionM ontana will become much older incoming decades as the “Baby Boom” generation reaches traditional retire- ment age. Changing demographics 
will affect state and local government budgets in a 
variety o f  ways. On the revenue side, income taxes may 
fall as Baby Boomers retire. On the expenditure side, 
state and local governments pay for a variety o f  services 
for the elderly, including some health care and nursing 
Sm e s .  Expenditures on these programs are likely to 
increase as the elderly population grows. On the other 
hand, expenditures that are focused on younger age 
groups, such as education and corrections, may fall. 
Prudent policymaking should consider projected demo­
graphic engages and their impacts on budgetary issues.
| This arti$}e describes how Montana is expected 
to age in cBming decades and begins the process o f  
analyzing the fiscal impacts by considering Medicaid 
expenditures for the elderly. The relationships among 
age and selected taxes are also examined. Much more 
analysis could be done; some topics for future research 
are described in the concluding section.
Figure 1 divides Montana’s population into three 
groups by years o f  age: 0-17,18-64, and 65-plus. Most 
members o f the youngest age group (“youth”) are 
not economically active because they are at home or 
in school. The middle group is sometimes referred to 
as “working age,” although some o f  the youngest and 
oldest members o f  this group may still be in school or 
on early retirement. People in the oldest group (“elderly”) 
are mostly retired. Although these divisions are not 
perfect, they provide an objective way o f  describing 
changes in the age composition o f  the population.
Figure 1 tells a simple but compelling story: the 
percentage o f  the Montana population that is elderly 
doubled between 1940 and 2000 and is projected to 
double again by 2030. The elderly population is growing 
for several reasons: First, people are simply living lon­
ger. Between 1940 and 2005, life expectancy at age 65 
increased from 13 years to 19 years.1 Second, the Baby 
Boomers, born between 1946 and 1964, are





Source: U.S. Census Bureau. Source: U.S. Census Bureau.
currently nearing retirement age and will swell the ranks o f 
the elderly in coming decades. Another reason that the elderly 
are a growing fraction o f  the population is that birth rates 
have declined: As fewer children are born, they make up a 
smaller percentage o f the total population. Finally, young 
adults ages 20-29 have been migrating out o f Montana for 
some years. These trends are affecting other states as well, but 
they are especially strong here: By 2030, Montana is projected 
to have the fifth highest percentage o f population aged 65- 
plus.2
The youth and elderly populations are economically de­
pendent on the working age population. Youth are dependent 
on their parents for food, clothing, shelter, etc., and public 
schools and other services for youth are financed by taxes 
that fall on the working age and — to a lesser degree — elderly 
populations. Most retirees save relatively little on their own 
and instead depend on Social Security, Medicare, and other
benefits that are largely financed by taxes on workers. Many 
elderly also rely on their children for time, money, and care. 
The ability o f the working age population to support both 
youth and elderly depends on how many dependents there 
are for each working age person. The ratio o f  youth to the 
working age population — the youth dependency ratio — mea­
sures the number o f youth for each person o f working age. 
The ratio o f  elderly to working age population — the elderly 
dependency ratio — measures the number o f elderly for each 
person o f working age. The total dependency ratio is the sum 
o f the youth and elderly dependency ratios.
Youth, elderly, and total dependency ratios are displayed 
in Figure 2. The elderly dependency ratio has risen steadily 
since 1930 and is projected to rise steeply over the next few 
decades. Currently there are about five people o f working age 
for each elderly person; projections suggest that there will be 
only two people o f  working age for each elderly person by
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Figure 3
Old A ge D ependency Ratio, 2000
Figure 4
Old A ge D ependency Ratio, 2030
Maps created by Julia Haraldson
Source: County Population Estimates, NPA Data Services, Inc.
2030. The youth dependency ratio was high in the 1950s to 
1970s when the Baby Boomers were young but has declined 
to historically low levels in recent years. It is expected to 
increase only moderately by 2030, when there will be about 
three working age people for each youth. The total dependen­
cy ratio reflects both o f  these trends: It peaked around 1960, 
is expected to decline to the 1940 level by 2010, and then will 
rise sharply by 2030. Put differently, by 2030 there will be 
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about 1.2 persons o f  working age for each youth or elderly 
person. However, only about 78 percent o f  the working age 
population are in the labor force, so there will be less than 
one worker for each dependent person.3
Growth in the elderly population will differ substantially 
across Montana. Figures 3 and 4 display county-level data on 
the percentage elderly in 2000 and projected for 2030. Lighter 
colors on these maps indicate lower elderly dependency
Table 1
Age Distribution
--------F isca l Y ear 2 00 5 ------------
Expenditures Expenditures 
Population ($ millions) per Person ($) Population






Age 65+ 128,834 $162 $1,257 269,558 $339 $1,257
Other 806,836 513 636 775,340 493 636
Total 935,670 675 721 1,044,898 832 796
Sources: U.S. Census Bureau and Montana DPHHS.
ratios, and darker colors indicate higher dependency ratios.
Forty six o f Montana’s 56 counties are projected to have 
elderly dependency ratios o f  40 percent or higher, and 28 
counties will exceed 50 percent. The only exceptions are 
counties that have large university or American Indian populations.
Fiscal Impacts
The changing age distribution o f the population is likely to 
have significant impacts on both the revenue and expenditure 
sides o f government budgets. At the federal level, aging o f 
the population will greatly increase the cost o f  Social Security 
and Medicare — the American health program for the elderly.4 
A separate program, Medicaid, provides health care for low- 
income people o f all ages, including the elderly, and is joindy 
financed by the federal and state governments.
As Table 1 indicates, $162 million or about 24 percent o f 
Medicaid expenditures in Montana in 2005 provided nursing 
home and other health care services for the elderly. Expendi­
tures on services for the non-elderly totaled $513 million. The 
elderly are about twice as expensive as the non-elderly on a 
per-capita basis.
The right side o f the table projects Medicaid expenditures 
in 2030, assuming that nothing changes except Montana’s 
population. The number o f elderly more than doubles by 
2030, so the projected expenditure on the elderly rises as 
well. The number o f non-elderly Montanans is projected to 
decline, so the projected expenditure on the non-elderly falls. 
Total expenditure and average expenditure per person rise, 
because the growth in the relatively expensive elderly popula­
tion outweighs the savings from fewer non-elderly. The bot­
tom line is that projected changes in the age distribution o f 
the population can be expected to increase Medicaid costs by 
about 23 percent. The fraction spent on the elderly increases 
from 24 percent to 41 percent.
The projection in Table 1 is almost certainly too low, be­
cause health care costs are expected to continue to rise faster 
than incomes and general price inflation.5 Montana’s share o f 
the costs may rise as well: Currently, the federal government 
pays for approximately 72 percent o f Medicaid expenditures
in Montana, with the state paying the remaining 28 percent. 
Federal budget pressures are likely to increase in coming de­
cades because o f Social Security and Medicare, and one result 
may be that more o f the costs o f  Medicaid will be shifted to 
the states.
Aging and Tax Revenue
Aging o f the population will also affect the revenue side 
o f government budgets in Montana. One avenue o f  influence 
is the state’s personal income tax, which accounts for about 
25 percent o f total state and local government tax revenue. 
Individual income tax payments vary dramatically over the 
life cycle, both because income itself has such a strong life 
cycle pattern and because a progressive income tax structure 
garners most o f its revenue from people during their high­
est earning years. For example, average pretax incomes o f 
persons aged 55-64 are about twice as high as those aged 
25-34, and then decline sharply in the retirement years. The 
average income o f persons aged 75-plus is only slightly more 
than those aged 25-34, and some forms o f retirement income 
are given preferential treatment under state and federal tax 
codes.6
Figure 5 displays federal personal income tax payments 
per person according to the age o f the head o f household. 
Montana income taxes are likely to exhibit a similar pattern 
but at a lower level. A typical household with a head 25-34 
years o f age pays $1,751 per person in federal income taxes. 
This amount increases almost four-fold to $6,679 per person 
by age 55-64, before declining to $1,204 per person by age 75 
plus.
The aging o f the population is likely to reduce income 
tax revenues per person because the Baby Boom generation 
is currently in or near its peak earning and tax-paying years 
(45-64) but will move into retirement in coming decades.
The oldest Baby Boomers, for example, reach age 62 in 2008, 
while the youngest reach age 44. By 2030, the oldest surviving 
boomers will be 84, and the youngest will be 66.
In contrast, residential property tax revenues appear less 
likely to decline as the population ages. Figure 6 displays
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Figure 5 Figure 6
Federal Income Taxes Property Taxes per Homeowner
average residential property tax payments per person by 
homeowners.7 Although residential property taxes peak at 
ages 55-64, they decline only moderately at older ages.
Summary, Conclusions, Caveats
Aging o f the population may put significant pressure 
on federal, state and local government budgets in coming 
decades. Expenditures on the elderly are likely to rise, espe­
cially for health care. Aging will reduce income taxes as Baby 
Boomers reach retirement age. Aging will also have large im­
pacts in the private sector. For example, the number o f beds 
in nursing homes and assisted living facilities, many o f  which 
are provided privately, will need to double by 2030.
However, there are a number o f factors that may mitigate 
these impacts. For example, the post-World War II trend to­
ward earlier and earlier retirement may reverse, with workers 
staying active to later ages. Certainly, increases in health and 
longevity have made it physically possible for many work­
ers to continue in the labor force, although perhaps with a 
change in job. On the other hand, older workers may require 
retraining and be more likely to be injured.
Some population trends may ease pressures on govern­
ment budgets. For example, the percentages o f the popula­
tion o f  school age (5-17) and college age (18-24) are declin­
ing. Corrections spending may also decline, because few 
people aged 65+ are inmates. In addition, income per person 
has generally increased over time, swelling tax revenues as 
well as better enabling people to care for themselves. How­
ever, increases in incomes are also likely to also increase costs, 
as salaries paid to teachers, health care workers and others rise.
It makes sense to conduct further study o f  these issues. 
Work is already under way to address education and correc­
tions spending. A systematic inventory o f other expenditures 
that specifically relate to age would also be useful. The tax 
data presented here refer to national averages; it will be im­
portant to use Montana-specific data in future analyses. 
While the details are not all available at this time, the broad 
picture is quite apparent: Montana and other states will age 
considerably in the next two decades, and aging will have 
substantial impacts on budgetary issues. □
George W. Haynes, Douglas J. Young, and Myles Watts are 
professors of agricultural economics and economics at Montana State 
University-Bowman.
Notes
'National Vital Statistics Reports, 5+14, April 19,2006, and http://www. 
cdc.gov/nchs/data/hus/hus07.pdf#027.
2http:/ / www.census.gov/ population/projections/PressTab3.xls.
3 The labor force participation rate for ages 18-64 in 2007 was 78 percent 
(U.S. Bureau o f Labor Statistics).
4The Congressional Budget Web site offers analyses o f Social Security and 
health care: http://www.cbo.gov.
^ee for example Congressional Budget Office, http://www.cbo.gov/publi- 
cations/collections/health, cfm.
‘Board o f Governors o f the Federal Reserve, Survey o f Consumer 
Finances 2004.
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Property taxes paid by renters or their landlords are not included in these 
data, nor are the renters themselves.
Source: Bureau o f Labor Statistics, Expenditure Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Expenditure
Survey, 2006. Survey, 2006.
Indian Entrepreneur Helps Build 
Business Environment on Reservations
by Jenny Donohue
the private sector compared with 80 percent in the nation 
as a whole, according to a presentation by Senior Research 
Analyst for the Montana Department o f Commerce Susan 
Ockert. And Montana tends to follow suit, she said, with 
tribal governments, not consumers, being the main drivers o f 
tribal economies.
Tribal members represent 7 percent o f Montana’s popula­
tion, and reservations occupy 5 percent o f Montana’s land 
base. Yet American Indians owned only 1 percent o f all pri­
vately owned Montana businesses in 2002, according to that 
year’s U.S. Census. And while there were 110 firms for every 
1,000 Montanans, there were 34 American Indian owned 
firms per every 1,000 American Indians in Montana.
So the answer to stimulating reservation economies is not 
tribes being in business, said Gauthier, but tribes creating an 
environment that is conducive to business.
B ob Gauthier’s resume runs the gamut, from beer truck driver to tribal jailer to presidential appointee.
While he may have taken an unusual path to suc­
cess, his heritage, experience, and entrepreneurial spirit make 
Gauthier uniquely qualified as one o f the only independent 
economic development consultants for Montana’s Indian 
reservations.
Across Montana and across the United States, reservation 
economies face higher levels o f  unemployment and poverty, 
along with lower worker productivity, per capita income, 
wages, and housing values. At the heart o f  the economic 
disparity are the comparatively small private sectors found on 
reservations.
Nationwide, 33 percent o f reservation jobs are govern­
ment jobs compared with only 15 percent in the country 
overall. Conversely, 44 percent o f reservation jobs are in
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This is why in 2005, he formed Ahoy Leasing and 




Gauthier provides the technical assistance tribes need 
to build capacity and create vibrant economies. His job, he 
explains, is to help create the vision and link the resources. 
There is no shortage o f  opportunity or good ideas, he said, 
but the econom ic climate does not encourage Indian 
entrepreneurship.
1 Entrepreneurial Mindset
Gauthier was born in Missoula in 1950 and 
grew up in Arlee. His mother was Swedish and his 
father French Indian. Along with a deep apprecia­
tion for his heritage and respect for native culture, 
Gauthier’s parents passed along the entrepreneurial 
mindset, self-sufficiency, and hard work.
At the age o f  22, Gauthier invested part o f  a 
■ tribal land settlement payment and became part- 
I ner in an automotive reconditioning business in 
Missoula. He and his partner saw an opportunity, 
rented a building, and with $500 each started a 
business.
Only one year later, Gauthier married, sold his 
share o f  the automotive business, and moved to 
Poison. In Poison, Gauthier tried his hand in the restaurant 
business and added a pizza parlor onto the Kentucky Fried 
Chicken his brother had opened. But this too lasted only one 
year. Brothers don’t always make the best business partners, 
he said.
So, for the next six months, Gauthier drove a beer truck in 
Missoula. In those days, you sold right o ff the truck, he said, 
which was a lot o f  fun, but not conducive to married life. So, 
when he saw an ad for the Terry Hober Insurance Agency he 
went down, took a test, and got the job.
Over the next six years, Gauthier had two daughters and 
a lot o f  success in the insurance business. He became a life 
insurance underwriter and earned his real estate license. At 
the time, IRAs were just coming out, and Gauthier was able
For many years, reservation economies were 
administered by federal government, leaving litde 
incentive for private business ventures. As a result, 
values such as entrepreneurship and homeowner- 
ship, often associated with the greater American 
psyche, were suppressed on reservations.
More fundamentally, the culture o f  borrowing 
and lending is absent from reservation economies, 
largely because the necessary financial institutions 
aren’t readily available. Uncertain legal framework 
and lack o f  home equity have made it very dif­
ficult for Indian entrepreneurs to obtain financing 
for investment.
Self governance opportunities really took o ff 
in 1975 when Congress passed the Indian Self- 
Determination and Education Assistance Act, 
better known as Public Law 93-638. This was the 
tribes’ first real opportunity to look at economic 
development in a meaningful way.
And this is what Gauthier has spent much o f 
his professional life trying to promote.
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to write them on reservations, which didn’t have qualified 
pension plans at the time. Gauthier learned a lot about per­
sonal finance and financial planning that he was able to use 
later on.
In 1980, Gauthier separated from his first wife and moved 
to Kalispell. The automotive reconditioning business he 
originally invested in had expanded into a Honda dealership 
there, and Gauthier thought he’d try his luck as a car sales­
man. Hondas were popular at the time, and they sold easily 
with little negotiation. And he was good 
at it. The change o f pace was just what 
he needed at the time, Gauthier said.
When the dealership sold a year later, 
he decided to take advantage o f an 
opportunity to open a restaurant and 
moved to Pablo. By the time the deal fell 
through, Gauthier’s two daughters were 
already enrolled in school. So he settled 
in Pablo and took the only job he could 
find as a tribal jailer. He worked the night 
shift at the jail and sold real estate during 
the day, while raising two daughters.
In 1983, Gauthier was hired as director 
o f the Salish Kootenai Housing Author­
ity where he spent the next 20 years.
“This is when things really started to 
get good for me,” he said. Shortly thereaf­
ter, he was able to buy a house and gain primary custody o f 
his daughters. The job was a new challenge, and he loved it.
“Going to work for the tribe was the best thing that ever 
happened to me,” he said. Being Indian has afforded 
Gauthier many opportunities he may not otherwise have had, 
he said, and at the same time he feels so lucky that he has 
been able to use his skills and experience to give back to the 
tribe.
In 1985, he opened Gauthier’s steak house in Poison. So, 
in addition to a full-time job as housing director and single 
dad, he was now running a restaurant. The steak house was 
very successful by the time he sold it in 1997, but there were 
some tough times at first. He spent all day at the housing 
authority, the dinner hour at the restaurant, and was home in 
time to help his girls with their homework. Thanks to help 
from his sister and a few key employees, the steak house 
eventually became successful.
“In those days, the Flathead was really booming, it was the 
place to be,” he said. “Celebrities such as Howie Long and 
Larry Krystkowiak were regulars at the steak house.”
The steak house also brought Gauthier together with his 
current wife, Myrna, who came to work for him in 1986. 
“Myrna has been a great partner,” he said. “She has brought a 
great deal o f stability to my life.”
Indian Housing Issues
Insurance
In 1986, Gauthier also became involved with the National 
American Indian Housing Council. At the time, tribes had a 
hard time finding extended fire and home insurance cover­
age. So he helped to create Amerind, their own self-funded 
risk pool. Gauthier served in some capacity from the time 
Amerind was created until his term as chair was over in 2004.
Today, Amerind insures 70,000 housing 
units nationwide and does about $20 mil­
lion a year in premiums, he said.
U.S. Department of Housing 
and Urban Development 
In 1988, Gauthier was appointed to 
the Secretary’s Committee o f U.S. De­
partment o f Housing and Urban Devel­
opment (HUD), to review the delivery 
o f Indian housing. One o f the recom­
mendations the committee made was to 
form a commission to find out why HUD 
was failing  on reservations. And in 1991, 
Congress formed the National Commis­
sion on American Indian, Alaskan Native, 
and Native Hawaiian Housing.
Gauthier became chairman o f  the com­
mission, which included 12 commissioners. Hearings were 
held in eight different locations in 1991 and 1992 and the 
commission published a report, A  Blueprintfor Change, with 
48 recommendations, most o f which made their way into 
NAHASDA, The Native American Housing Assistance and 
Self Determination Act o f 1996.
The commission discovered several programs that were 
better suited than HUD to serve reservations. HUD is de­
signed to serve urban areas, and reservations are mostly rural. 
But the most startling revelation, Gauthier said, was that 
there was virtually no housing market on reservations because 
banks were reluctant to grant mortgages on reservations.
So HUD was effectively Indians’ only resource for hous­
ing. “This was the renaissance and the beginning o f solving 
Indian housing problems,” Gauthier said. “That’s what we are 
still doing today.”
Banking
The problem for banks is that reservation land is held 
in trust by the federal government. This causes difficulty if 
banks are forced to foreclose and makes it hard to sell houses 
back into the market. Also, banks are wary o f dealing with 
tribal courts.
The culture o f  borrowing 
and lending is absent from 
reservation economies, largely 
because the necessary financial 
institutions aren’t readily avail­
able. Uncertain legal frame­
work and lack o f  home equity 
have made it very difficult for 
Indian entrepreneurs to obtain 
financing for investment.
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L ocated  in Poison  on the Flathead Reservation, Eagle Bank is on e  o f 
abou t 10 tribally ow ned  banks a c r o s s  the country.
As a result, HUD created the “184 Guarantee Program,” a 
100 percent guarantee to lenders that make loans to qualified 
Indians.
By the time NAHASDA passed in 1996, Gauthier said 
quite a bit o f  progress had been made on the Indian hous­
ing front. NAHASDA took HUD out o f  the picture and let 
tribes control their own housing. Like everything else, Gauthi­
er said, the housing problems will be best solved by the tribes 
themselves.
“There has been a lot o f  non-Indian influence on reserva­
tion life, and a lot o f  it was benevolent,” he said. “But no one 
ever asked the tribes what they wanted.” Now tribes have 
greater education and capacity to integrate institutions under 
the guidelines o f  their own culture and values. The efforts o f  
HUD, for example were in good faith. But HUD imposed a 
system that Indians would never have developed themselves. 
Therefore it never worked for reservations, Gauthier said.
With NAHASDA, Gauthier said, all the mechanisms are 
in place to solve the reservation housing problems. The next 
step is for tribes to take advantage o f  them, through aware­
ness and capacity building.
Once all the pieces were there, Gauthier “just thought it 
would happen.” But he realized many pieces still had to be 
put together.
Home Ownership vs. Renting 
America defines its economy by housing, and home 
ownership is the foundation o f  the American dream, he said. 
Indians, on the other hand, have been deprived o f a housing 
market for so long, that this same value set doesn’t exist on 
reservations. For example, it is not uncommon at all to have 
an $800 truck payment and a $100 house payment on reser­
vations, Gauthier said. HUD houses were the only resource 
for so long that Indians don’t see a house as a thing o f value. 
“Why pay a great deal o f  money for a house, something you 
never paid HUD more than $50 a month for?”
But there is a mindset change taking place, he said. The 
Northern Cheyenne Reservation, for example, is creating 
model homes that show people that nice homes are desir­
able and can exist on reservations. “Flathead, Rocky Boy, and 
Northern Cheyenne are going through an awakening you 
wouldn’t believe,” he said.
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Jason Adams, executive director o f the Salish and Koo­
tenai Housing Authority since Gauthier left in 2003, agrees, 
noting that there is now a long waiting list o f  about 200 
Salish-Kootenai tribal members who need housing. Adams 
noted that the 400 rentals built by old HUD programs in 
the ’70s, ’80s, and ’90s are difficult to manage and maintain. 
“Their useful life is coming to an end,” he said.
Like Gauthier has done for many years, Adams is work­
ing to educate buyers on the benefits o f  owning vs. renting 
a home. Adams would also like to see better cooperation 
between the reservations and adjacent counties in order to 
enhance infrastructure, such as sewer and water systems.
Still, some tribes worry about the impact development will 
have on their cultures, Gauthier said. And to be fair, it is true 
that the more developed reservations, such as the Flathead, 
have had a harder time keeping their language and culture 
intact, he said.
The difference for the Flathead is that development was 
largely imposed by outside sources. Today, tribes have a 
unique opportunity to bring in institutions and develop them 
in their own ways with tribal flavor and control. “Cultural 
practices don’t have to be compromised by good develop­
ment,” Gauthier said. After all, he said, at the time o f Lewis 
and Clark, Indian Country had a healthy and vibrant economy 
with trade routes all the way from Mexico to Canada.
Economic Development
In the early ’90s Gauthier became involved with the Seattle 
Federal Home Loan Bank and began to be enlightened about 
how much money was really involved. In 1995, President Bill 
Clinton appointed Gauthier to serve on the bank’s policy 
board. He traveled to Seattle six to seven times a year and got 
to rub elbows with all the “heavyweights” such as the CEO 
o f Washington Mutual. Gauthier learned how money markets 
and tax credits work and was able to share his knowledge 
with the tribes.
In 2003, he earned another presidential appointment, to 
the Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFI) 
board. He also became the economic development adviser for 
the Flathead Reservation. In 2006, after many years o f work 
with a committee. Eagle Bank opened in Poison. One o f 
about 10 tribally-owned banks across the country, Gauthier 
predicts that eventually, the bank will become the premier 
income source for the tribes.
Since 2005, Gauthier has been self-employed as an eco­
nomic development consultant. His number one message to 
tribes is to build capacity, “Tribal capacity is the key to the 
vault, and tribes should spend their very first dollar to build 
sound fiscal and administrative capacity.”
“Cultural practices 
don’t have to be compro­
mised by good develop­
ment. After all, at the 
time o f  Lewis and Clark, 
Indian Country had a 
healthy and vibrant econ­
omy with trade routes all 
the way from Mexico to 
Canada.”
“Tribes think the money isn’t there, but in reality, they 
just aren’t taking advantage o f it because they don’t have the 
capacity,” he said. “That is my message to anyone who will 
listen.”
Nationwide, Gauthier said, there is about $10 billion in 
grants and other programs available for tribal community 
development, yet tribes are only taking advantage o f  about 
$1 billion. The U.S. Department o f  Agriculture (USDA) alone 
has $8 billion for rural development. Reservations’ share o f 
that should be about 20 to 25 percent. But they are currently 
getting only 5 percent.
The USDA has 13 rural housing programs, which are 
perfectly designed for Indian country, yet most have never 
received a tribal application. Tribes need to take initiative, 
Gauthier said. Last year, the USDA set aside $16 million for 
water and sewer grants. By the end o f the year there was $10 
million left unused because the department didn’t receive 
enough applications.
The USDA even has grants for capacity building itself, but 
tribes need to build their administrative capacity and knowl­
edge o f what’s available so they can apply, he said. Just like an 
individual, tribes must give themselves every opportunity to 
succeed.
So this is Gauthier’s mission, to help tribes create the vi­
sion and link the resources. He said he may never know the 
long-term impact o f his work to move along the develop­
ment o f reservations. But he hopes to leave a small legacy o f 
putting the right pieces in place. G
Jenny Donohue worked as the Bureau’s publications assistant. Bob 
Gauthier is a member of the Bureau’s Advisory Board.
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Charles Keegan
Forest Industry Expert Retires
by Tyler Christensen 
reprinted courtesy o f the M issou lian
W hen Chuck Keegan graduated with a master’sdegree in forestry from The University o f Montana in 1977, the forest products industry was still the 
undisputed heavyweight o f M issoula’s economy.
But in one fistful o f  years, it was knocked down by a na­
tional recession. Only a fraction o f the lumber mills that once 
dominated the region managed to stagger back to their feet 
by the 1990s, and those that did have been fighting to keep 
their footing ever since.
For the past 30 years, Keegan has followed the timber 
industry’s struggles and triumphs as an economist with the 
University o f Montana’s Bureau o f  Business and Economic 
Research. In that time, he has watched the region’s forest 
products industry fulfill his predictions — and reinvent itself 
in improbable ways.
Now it’s time to retire, leaving his position as the Bureau’s 
director o f forest industry and manufacturing research.
The Bureau has gone through major transitions in leader­
ship in the past year and a half, said Paul Polzin, who also 
recendy retired as BBER director and was replaced by Patrick 
Barkey.
“(Keegan’s) retirement will create a hole in our organiza­
tion because he has been the foundation o f  forest products 
industry research in this state for at least two decades,” said 
Polzin, who has worked with Keegan since he was hired at 
the bureau fresh out o f college. “His research is absolutely 
first-rate, is recognized on a national level, and the university 
has been very lucky to have him.”
Even with the loss o f  so much institutional knowledge, 
Polzin is confident in the Bureau’s ability to continue produc­
ing nationally recognized research. Keegan’s position will be 
filled by Todd Morgan, one o f  five talented research foresters 
at the Bureau.
“When I first started here, I was the only one,” Keegan 
noted with a grin.
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Over the years, as the Bureau’s forest 
industry research department grew, so too 
did its scope. As its focus expanded beyond 
Montana to the greater Northwest, Kee­
gan helped flesh out its traditional research 
areas with pioneering studies o f  forest 
management practices related to ecosys­
tem restoration and fire hazard reduction.
Gradually, his research within the forest 
industry led him to pay special attention to 
the state’s manufacturing sector as well.
So far, Keegan has published more than 100 papers, most 
o f which can be found by looking up his full name: Charles 
E. Keegan III. H e’s known to forest industry leaders across 
Montana, however, as “Chuck.”
As in, “Chuck probably has those numbers.”
For decades, Keegan has been the first person people go  to 
when they need accurate information about the state’s forest 
products industry, said Ellen Engstedt o f the Montana Wood 
Products Association.
“Chuck has been a wonderful resource for not just the 
timber industry, but the whole wood products industry,” 
Engstedt said. “For the whole manufacturing segment o f 
Montana’s economy. Chuck has done just wonderful work as 
far as forecasting. H e’s extremely balanced in his approach.
He doesn’t exaggerate or leave things out.”
His reports are required reading for anyone who cares 
about the role o f  forest products in the region’s economy, she 
added.
“It’s good information to take out not only to the larger 
public but also the congressional delegation,” said Julia Alte- 
mus, a resource specialist for the Montana Logging Associa­
tion in Missoula. “It’s hard to argue with numbers.”
Altemus added that she has known Keegan for nearly 20 
years and expects to see him again at the BBER’s next annual 
seminar, which Keegan has helped organize for years.
“We’ll be very sad to see him go, but happy that he gets to 
retire and do other important things,” she said.
After 30 years on the job, Keegan is retiring the way a lot 
o f people who love their jobs “retire.” He’ll hike a little and 
fish a little, and continue to do some work.
“I have a couple projects I’ll continue to work on,” he 
conceded.
One o f those projects, he said, will track changes in log 
processing efficiency. Another will examine the financial im­
pact o f  fire activity on the timber industry.
Economic research can be pretty dry for some people, 
Keegan said, but he, for one, has always found it fascinating. 
He has always been interested in forests and the outdoors.
He grew up in Washington, D.C., and earned undergraduate 
degrees in economics and accounting at Georgetown Univer­
sity. He landed a job with a big firm after graduating — and 
quickly realized he needed a change o f career.
Keegan came to The University o f 
Montana to study wildlife, and gradu­
ally found his focus shifting to forestry.
“I was very interested in forest ge­
netics,” he explained.
As his interests broadened, he 
became captivated by the forest-based 
sector o f Montana’s dynamic economy.
The state’s forest products industry 
has changed remarkably since he first 
began studying it all those years ago. 
New technology has made it more efficient. New understand­
ing o f its effects on the environment has made it more care­
ful. Market volatility has pushed it to produce new products, 
and to offer them in greater variety.
“One o f the biggest changes, looking back over the 30 
years, has been the dramatic reduction in harvests from the 
national forest,” Keegan added.
In the 1980s, it became clear Montana’s harvest levels 
would fall for the foreseeable future. Many factors are con­
tributing to that drop, he added, but his personal opinion is 
the decrease in timber harvests is primarily a result o f  the 
increase in litigation and appeals o f  projects on public land.
“It’s good information to 
take out not only to the larger 
public but also the congres­
sional delegation. It’s hard to 
argue with numbers.”
-  Julia A ltemus
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“There are some groups that choose to 
litigate a lot o f  land,” Keegan said.
Some o f  these groups, he said, are interest­
ed in mitigating the ecological effect o f  reck­
less harvesting methods. Others don’t want to 
see any industrial users on public lands at all.
Whatever their reasons, he said, it is rela­
tively easy to affect a harvest project through 
litigations and appeals, and the impact on the 
industry has been dramatic.
“The major projection that I and some 
others have been making since the early 1990s 
was a general decline in the industry,” Keegan 
said.
That projection, he said, has generally 
proved accurate. However, he didn’t expect 
the industry to decline as much as it did. And 
he was flat-out wrong when he predicted that increasing fire 
activity would cause a major shift in forest management that 
would substantially increase the supply o f timber coming 
from public lands.
Keegan also remembers a study he and Polzin conducted 
toward the end o f  the 1980s. They looked at employment 
trends within the forest products industry and concluded it 
would continue to slough o ff workers.
It did see declining employment numbers in the 1990s, but 
then it actually grew more labor-intensive, Keegan noted.
“For example, the log home industry grew rapidly in Mon­
tana, and it’s a very labor-intensive industry,” he said.
His long-term observations have led him to conclude the 
industry has regular labor cycles. In the 1990s, for instance, 
many mills were concentrating on regaining the market, so 
they postponed investments in technology. Now, they are 
catching up on those investments in an effort to gain the 
competitive edge.
Consequently, Keegan said, the industry may again be 
headed into a period in which it needs fewer workers.
At the same time, new technology has allowed producers 
to make use o f  smaller-diameter trees, which has opened up 
a whole new market for lumber producers and other wood 
products companies.
Oriented strandboard, for one, didn’t exist 50 years ago, 
Keegan pointed out. Now, it is widely used for roofs and sid­
ing on buildings, and has largely replaced the use o f plywood.
“Plywood is a specialty product now, a high-end product,” 
Keegan said.
And that is one o f the reasons why Stimson Lumber Co. 
shut down its plywood plant in Bonner last summer.
Another major shift taking place within the industry, Kee­
gan said, is the ongoing conversion o f  timber companies to 
real estate investment trusts. As companies like Plum Creek
continue to shift the use o f  their privately 
owned lands from timber production to high- 
end housing and gated subdivisions, people may 
gain a new appreciation for industrial landown­
ers.
“It (private development) may actually turn 
out to be more o f  a problem o f  ecosystems 
and public access,” he said.
Some private landowners in western Mon­
tana, such as Stoltze Lumber Co., have been 
good  stewards o f  the land, Keegan said. They 
have taken care to protect their resources, and 
keep them open for public use.
Unfortunately, the industry as a whole has 
not made much o f an effort to advertise its 
environmental concerns, he added.
“It’s been a frustration o f mine for quite a 
while, the issue o f  wood and the production o f  wood prod­
ucts not being viewed as environmentally desirable,” he said.
“You can produce a lot o f  timber and protect important 
resources,” Keegan said. “I just think the forest products 
industry has missed the boat on the message that wood is an 
environmentally desirable building material.”
There has long existed a tension between the forest prod­
ucts industry and environmentalists, and that tension doesn’t 
seem to be going away, Keegan said. Part o f it stems from the 
way loggers leave the land after a harvest, he said, and a lot o f 
it has roots in historically poor harvesting methods.
“Some nasty things were done in the 1950s and 1960s in 
terms o f  logging practices,” Keegan said.
Those practices, he added, have largely fallen by the way- 
side as industry leaders adopted more sustainable harvesting 
methods.
“The forest products industry has been on a track that I 
think most Montanans would like,” Keegan said.
However, the region’s mills have been struggling, and each 
mill that closes presents a new problem, he said. In a way, 
they help prop each other up. When one closes, the others 
tend to be weaker for it.
And with or without a forest products industry, Keegan 
foresees a massive — and growing — need to treat the region’s 
forested lands ahead o f  increased fire activity. If there aren’t 
enough nearby mills to take those fuels, however, forest man­
agers may find themselves stuck.
It’s possible that global climate change will spur some 
action, he added. Whatever happens, he is confident his col­
leagues at the Bureau will be keeping a close watch.
“I’m very confident in the people here,” Keegan said. “I’m 
not as confident in the future o f  the forest industry.”Q
This article was reprinted courtesy o f the Missoutian.
“It’s been a 
frustration o f  mine 
for quite a while, 
the issue o f  wood 
and the production 
o f  wood products 
not being viewed 
as environmentally 
desirable.”
-  C harles Keegan
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MONTANA’S  TRANSPORTATION FUTUREOpportunities Around the Next Curve
Program:
Moving and changing at a speedy pace, the rapidly-growing world economy will 
bring increasing business opportunities to Montanans over the next few years.
REGISTRATION FORM 
Complete form, detach, and mail with payment to: 
Bureau of Business and Economic Research 
Gallagher Business Building, Suite 231 
The University of Montana 
Missoula, MT 59812-6840 
You may also register online at www.bber.umt.edu
Locations:
Transporting Montana’s valuable products such as cattle, wheat, and copper will 
continue to be important to keep our state competitive in a global economy. 
Traditional as well as alternative energy development continues in an effort to 
solve the nation’s energy crisis. This means our state needs to be poised to 
transport wind power, coal, and other energy resources. While w e don’t know 
what is around the next curve, the future surely holds opportunities. Montana 
needs to start thinking about a complete, integrated transportation system that 
will allow us to remain competitive in the ever-changing economy.
At the 34th Annual Economic Outlook Seminar, Steve Albert, director o f the 
Western Transportation Institute at Montana State University, will discuss the 
connection between the transportation system and the economy. He will also 
address the benefits and challenges o f a safe and efficient system and other 
important issues including:
* changing demographics, settlement patterns, and population;
* growth in freight movement;
* traffic safety culture and economic impacts;
* enhancing our quality o f life;
* federal/state financial realities and high gas prices.
As in years past, the seminar will highlight the latest economic trends -  
including the recent national economic crisis -  and explain what they mean for 
Montana. Bureau researchers and other experts will examine recent trends and 
the outlook for Montana’s important industries: nonresident travel, health care, 
agriculture, manufacturing, and forest products.
Schedule:
7:45 - 8:00 Coffee and Registration
8:00 - 8:05 Welcome and Introduction, Patrick Barkey
8:05-8:45 Montana’s Transportation Future, Steve Albert
8:45-8:55 Coffee Break
8:55 -  9:25 National, State, and Local Outlooks, Paul E. Polzin
9:25-9:45 Local Real Estate Markets, Scott Rickard
9:45- 10:00 Local Perspective, Local Expert
10:00- 10:10 Coffee Break
10:10- 10:30 Nonresident Travel, Norma Nickerson
10:30- 10:50 Health Care, Patrick Barkey
10:50- 11:10 Agriculture, George Haynes
11:10-11:30 Manufacturing and Forest Products, Todd Morgan
11:30-11:40 Coffee Break
11:40 -  Noon Chamber o f Commerce Report, Local Speaker
Noon - 12:50 
(lunch provided)
Luncheon Speakers, Jim Lynch and Hal Fossum, 
Montana Department o f Transportation
12:50 Closing Remarks
Questions?
Call (406) 243-5113 or visit our Web site 
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Payment:
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□ $80 registration includes seminar, lunch, and a one-year 
subscription to the Montana Business Quarterly
□ $20 processing fee for continuing education credits:
□ Montana Society o f CPAs, 4 credits
□ Montana Board o f Real Estate Appraisers, 5 credits
□ Montana Board o f Realty Regulation, 4 credits
□ Institute o f Certified Management Accountants,
4 credits
□ Society of American Foresters, 4 credits
□ Montana Insurance Continuing Education Program,
2 credits (pending)
□ Montana Teacher Professional Renewal Units,
5 credits
□ Montana Board o f Social Work Examiners and 
Professional Counselors, 2 credits
□ Montana Board o f Nursing Home Administrators, 
4.25 credits
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